Abstract-A set of conditions are described which determine independently. Thus, at any given time, a processing whether or not two successive portions of a given program can be element can either be idle or can execute the command performed in parallel and still produce the same results. The condi-being broadcast to all processing elements by the supertions are general and can be applied to sections of the program of bingrbradcas tOLl p s elemense by tesuper arbitrary size. The conditions are interesting because of the light they visory unit. SOLOMON is therefore severely restricted shed on the structure of programs amenable to parallel processing in the kind of tasks it can perform. In particular, it is and the memory organization of a multi-computer system. suited for problems which involve a number of identical, independent calculations (e.g., the solution of partial INTRODUCTION differential equations).
INTRODUCTION differential equations).
IN THIS PAPER we will consider properties that a
The close relationship between parallel processing program must have in order for it to be processed and time sharing has been pointed out by Gill.' Here a effectively by a multi-computer system. Specifically, program is time shared on a single processor. This is we will develop a set of conditions concerning two suc-useful when some part of a program must await a signal cessive portions of a single program which determine from a slower device. Rather than having the processor whether or not the two subprograms can be performed remain idle, it could execute some later portion of the in parallel and still produce the same results. The con-program. When the signal is finally received, it could ditions are of interest primarily for the light they shed then revert back to its original computations. Control on the structure of programs amenable to parallel can thus be made to oscillate back and forth between processing and the memory organization of a multi-various parts of a single program. computer system.
Very little is known about how parallel processing Programs written today are generally composed in a can be used for a more general class of programs, alsequential fashion. The programmer specifies a number though the importance of the problem has been pointed of tasks to be performed in a particular order by a out.4 One suggestion that has been made5'6 is to insingle processor. Looping and branching in programs corporate within a language a statement which exare not exceptions to this sequential ordering. Looping plicitly specifies that a number of succeeding tasks can is just a shorthand way of describing a number of suc-be performed in parallel. In this paper we will describe cessive iterations of the same task, while branching al-conditions which guarantee that two program blocks lows the processor to choose among a number of al-can be performed in parallel and from this obtain some ternative sequential paths.
information about the structure of an efficient parallel Although a program is written in sequential fashion, processor. the idea of processing it in parallel is not new. It was It should be pointed out that the question of whether recognized very early that considerable time could be or not two tasks can be performed in parallel is a funcsaved if certain input-output tasks were made to run tion of not only the algorithm being performed, but also concurrently with the execution of the main program. of the way it has been programmed. Thus, care must be The parallel operation of the SOLOMON Computer1'2 taken not to program procedures which can be peris considerably more sophisticated. This machine con-formed in parallel in a manner which does not admit of sists of an array of small, identical computers (called such execution. For example, certain recursive (hence "processing elements") acting under the direction of a sequential) computations can also be performed using supervisory unit. Each of the computers has its own non-recursive procedures which allow parallel operation. logic and memory and can communicate with adjacent (See the example at the end of the paper for a simple units. The limitations of this machine are rather severe, illustration of this.) however, since the processing elements cannot operate Consider the flow chart in Fig basically sequential organization of a program. Such a MACHINE MODELS flow chart indicates that the execution of subprogram Since we are dealing with transformations on arbi-P1 is to precede the execution of subprogram P2. Pro-trary algorithms, it is not surprising that undecidable gram block P3 represents the total portion of the pro-questions arise. Thus it can be shown that there do not gram following P2. In some situations it is essential that exist algorithms for deciding the commutativity or the subprograms be performed in the indicated order. parallelism of arbitrary program blocks (see Appendix) . For example, a result computed in P1 may be required What we will be concerned with here, however, is a before P2 can be performed. Program blocks which must more practical result. Sets of sufficient (but not necesbe performed in the specified order will be called sary) conditions will be developed which guarantee "sequential." On the other hand, P1 and P2 may be parallelism and commutativity of two program blocks. completely independent. Not only can the ordering In order for the conditions to be simple, we have deshown in Fig. 1 be reversed as in Fig. 2 , without alter-manded that they treat the program as a set of strings ing the ultimate result of the program, but in fact the without requiring or obtaining any information about executions of P1 and P2 may be interlaced with each what the program actually does. other. In other words, some initial part (possibly null)
It will be shown that the conditions depend on the of P1 can be performed followed by an initial part of memory locations which are either modified or ref-P2, followed by the next portion of P1, etc. If this type erenced in the course of executing the subprograms. of interlacing can be done in an arbitrary way and with Thus it is necessary to be able to determine which arbitrary data input to the program, then the block memory locations are processed in these two ways. In diagram shown in Fig. 3 can be used to represent the most cases, this is easily done when the program is process. The parallel paths indicate that the time rela-written in a language such as FORTRAN, so we will tionship between the performance of P1 and P2 is illustrate the conditions using this language. Programs arbitrary. From a practical point of view, this means written in a symbolic machine language such as FAP that the two subprograms could be given to two sep-can also be checked if it is understood that the set of arate, autonomous processors to work on simultane-memory locations includes not only the main storage of ously. The results produced after both had completed the machine but also such addressable registers as the their wNTork would be the same as the results produced by accumulator, index, and sense registers. In addition, a single machine processing P1 and P2, in either order. indirect addressing may prove to be an unsurmountable Program blocks which are independent in the above problem since it may prevent one from determining sense will be called "parallel." which memory locations are being dealt with. It should A third category exists which lies between the ex-be noted that the conditions and their significance with tremes of the parallel and sequential situations. In this respect to memory organization in a multi-computer case, P1 and P2 can be performed in either order, as system are independent of any particular language. shown in Figs. 1 and 2, but not in parallel. The comAs might be expected from the close relationship beposition of two commutative functions is an example tween the conditions for parallel processing and the of this situation. Program blocks satisfying this condi-memory locations processed by the program, the condition will be called "commutative." Although com-tions themselves depend on the model of the memory mutative subprograms do not seem to be an important structure assumed for the machine. We will examine class at this time, they will be treated briefly because two such models in this paper. In model A, shown in of their relationship to the parallel situation. In addi- Fig. 4 (a), each processor communicates directly with tion, tests for whether two successive blocks are com-a single large memory. The important feature here is mutative or parallel can be used in conjunction with that one processor can modify information which is to each other to form a test which determines whether two be fetched by the other. In model B, slave memories blocks which are not successive in the program can be associated with each processor have been added. The performed in parallel.
purpose of the slave memory is to act; as a storage buffer
3) The Xi, Yi, and Zi and not the state of the entire memory for its associated processor. Thus a processor may fetch are modified by the execution of Pi. Similarly, the execuinformation from the main memory but any informa-tion of Pi depends only on the state of the locations tion to be stored is kept in the slave memory. When a referenced by Pi-Wi, Yi, and Zi-and not on the state fetch operation is called for, the processor first searches of the entire machine. It is important to notice a disits slave memory to see if that location has previously tinction in this regard between Zi on one hand and Wi been stored there. If not, the location is obtained di-and Yi on the other. Whereas the information extracted rectly from the main memory. When both processors by Pi from Wi and Y1 had been established in the have completed their tasks, the information in the slave machine prior to the execution of Pi, the information memories is transferred to the appropriate locations in extracted from ZA is actually computed within Pi itself. the main memory. An example of a slave memory which Consider a parallel transformation for the model A operates in this fashion is the one proposed by Wilkes.7 machine. In order for P1 in Fig. 3 to see the same initial It will be seen that a computer organized in this fashion machine state as Pi in Fig. 1 , regardless of how fast P2 is much better suited for parallel operation.
is executed along the other parallel path, we require that
(1) TRANSFORMATIONS where 4 denotes the empty set. In addition, since we do Memory locations can be used in two ways by an in-not want P2 destroying results which Pi is computing struction. A location can be fetched (referenced) in for later reference, we require that which case a copy of the contents of that location is Z1 n (X2 U Y2 U Z2) = .
(2) brought to the processor. The information in the location itself remains intact. On the other hand, a location Conditions (1) and (2) can be combined to form can be stored (modified), in which case new information
is written into the location. The original contents of the location are destroyed.
On the other hand, we do not want P2 to require inIt should be noted that although a subprogram may formation computed in P1 since the execution of P1 will fetch a memory location, it does not necessarily use the no longer necessarily precede that of P2. Thus information thus obtained. Similarly the information (X1 U yl U Z1) n (W2 U Y2) (4) which a subprogram stores in a memory location may be identical with the previous contents of that location Also, for the same reason as mentioned for (2) and thus no modification has taken place. It is not (X1 U Y, U Z1) 6 A = 4.
(5) feasible to check for such degenerate situations without using information about what the program actually Combining (4) and (5) does.
(Xl U yl U Z1) n (W2 U Y2 U Z2)
Based on the above classification, we can think of four different ways that a sequence of instructions, or Finally, we must insure that the partial state of the masubprogram, Pi, can use a memory location. chine upon which the execution of P3 depends is the 1) The location is only fetched during the execution same in the parallel and sequential models. The memory of p locations involved in this partial state are those con-
2) The location is only stored during the execution tamned in W3K' 3. Of the locations modified by the of p. (6), and (9) assure that the programs of Figs. 1 and 3 will compute the same results for any in-A = TEMP + 1 put data assuming model A for the parallel processor. references the location TEMP and modifies the location Consider the conditions for parallel processing using A, while the instruction model B. It is necessary to make one further assumption about the operation of the slave memories. We stipu-A = A + 1 late that when Pi and P2 have been executed by the first references A and then modifies it. Table II gives a two processors, the contents of the memory associated partial listing of those FORTRAN instructions which with Pi are loaded into the main memory before those modify and reference memory locations. Omitted from of the memory associated with P2. Since neither the table are the input-ouput statements. Clearly the processor can modify information that the other must input statements modify while the output statements reference, the much weaker condition (4) replaces (3) reference the specified memory locations. In addition, and (6). In addition, (7) is no longer required because statements such as EQUIVALENCE and COMMON of the above stipulation on the procedure for loading cause several variables to be assigned to the same locathe main memory. Thus for a model B computer, (4) tion. Such correspondence must be taken into account alone is sufficient for parallel operations.
in forming the sets.
The conditions for commutativity are strongly reBecause of the way categories 3 and 4 are defined, it lated to those derived above. Although (2) and (5) are is not sufficient to simply determine whether a parno longer required, (1), (4), and (7) still hold. Simplify-ticular location is fetched or stored. The ordering of ing (7) we obtain the following three conditions for these operations must also be established. Thus in commutativity analyzing a program block, the instructions must be (W1 KI YF) n (X2 U Y2 U Z2) = 0 The conditions for the three situations are sum-take on execution. If a particular memory location is marized in Table I where the letters A, B, and C stand referenced in one branch and modified in another, then for parallel operation model A, parallel operation one must consider that that memory location is both model B, and commutativity, respectively. Thus the referenced and modified by the program block. letter B at the intersection of row W2 and column Z, indicates that W2C)Z1=4= is a condition for parallel Note that although pure procedure is an extremely * Th .aibeImyo a otb oiiddpnigo useful concept in connection with parallel operation, whether the loop is exited prematurely or is exited after being satisthe above stated conditions still apply since it is the fled.
, . , . r , , .~~~~~~~~** Actually not all the Ai are modified or referenced. The submemory locations which are used by procedures which sets of the At which fall into the two categories can be determined determine whether or not they can be carried on in directly from the subprogram. **The actual referencing takes place when the function iS parallel.
called.
Branching may, in some cases, cause the above pro-do not write directly into the main memory. Conditions cedure to include cells in some set which do not belong. for other types of branching situations can easily be Such a situation arises when a program is written in a derived. way which prevents one from ever entering a parLoops ticular branch under any circumstances. This may be
The above conditions assume a special form when apextremely difficult to detect and so the procedure takes plied to the successive iterations of a DO loop. Consider the conservative point of view that every branch may the loop shown in Fig. 6(a) . The actual program debe entered. This may cause some parallel or commuta-scribed is shown in Fig. 6(b) and the question to be tive blocks to be classified as sequential, but never vice investigated is under what conditions is this equivalent versa. One other difficulty in determining the exact to the program of Fig. 6(c) . We will consider only the contents of a given set should be mentioned. Consider model B computer. The conditions are the case where a statement involves a member of an array, but the exact coordinates of that member are (W(I) U Y(I)) n (X(J) U Y(J) U Z(J)) = 4; the results of some previous calculation. Although it is 1 < J < I < N. (14) reasonable to allow some set, say X1, to contain a member A (SUB1), it may be impossible without actually It should be pointed out, however, that it is not actually executing the program to check (4) if Y2 contains a necessary to form the four sets for all I in the given member A(SUB2). Here again one must take the con-range. Since each pass through the loop is really a servative point of view that unless it can be demon-repetition of the same process using a different value of strated otherwise there exists a set of input data which the index, it follows that each of the sets can be obcauses SUBiI=SUB2, and so P1 and P2 are sequential. tained from a single representative set by substituting One additional point in connection with branching the appropriate value of I. Thus there exists a non-null must be examined. Consider the situation illustrated in intersection in (14) An additional problem which can be handled using the above techniques is the decomposition of loops. Here we would like to determine the conditions under which the program of Fig. 7(a) is equivalent to the program of Fig. 7(b) . The goal is no longer to break the P2 program into parallel parts; hence only the com-2 mutativity of the blocks is actually of concern. In 
machine, it may not actually be possible to execute This transformation is particularly useful for the them in parallel without disrupting the execution of the simplification of programs if P1(I) and P2(I) can be succeeding program block P3. This would be the case chosen so that one of them is actually independent of when locations modified by P2 were referenced by P3. the index I. In such a case, the loop is said to contain The author would like to thank Dr. J. Johnston, Machine T starting with an arbitrary initial tape.
Dr. P. Lewis, Dr. R. Shuey, Dr. R. Stearns, and Dr. Let n be an arbitrary integer stored on the input D. Younger of the Information Studies Branch of the tape, and let nk be the k most significant digits of n. G.E. Research and Development Center for the sug- Figure 11 is a flow diagram description of a program to gestions and ideas offered by them in connection with be tested by the algorithm. Notice that if T never halts this work. 
